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SYDNEY EVAN,
A LOVE STORY
The genesis of
Rosanne Karmes’s
collection begins
in her deep love
for family and
her own personal
inspirations.

7 LOOKS WE LOVE
COLLECTIONS
Stand out from the crowd
with animals, mix and match
earrings and a plethora of
stacked rings.
9 HOW TO WEAR IT
DAY-TO-NIGHT
MADE EASY
Learn how to add a splash
of cobalt and a sleek stiletto
for a go-anywhere look.

18

COLLECTIONS
Make a Bold Statement

SYDNEY EVAN DESIGNER ROSANNE KARMES HAS HER FINGER ON THE PULSE.
Karmes, who says she designs “classics with a twist,” has never chased fleeting trends. Her closet
of Morgane Le Fay, Smythe, Theory, Equipment and Gaultier is a testament to her interest in
enduring luxury. By surrounding herself with elements of beauty, interesting friends and stimulating
books, and jetting to far-corners of the earth, her intense curiosity about the world around us has
resulted in a collection that resonates and remains timeless.

Own it! Work in
a chain ring, bold
symbols of protection and
a classic skull with white
enamel teeth.

TOO MUCH IS
NEVER ENOUGH
When Coco said to take a piece
off, we heard “add.” Take our
challenge and pile on the candy.
Keeping makeup and clothes
simple makes it work.

22 CELEBRITIES

Make a statement at your next
cocktail party with pavé diamond
and sapphire ball rings.

Don’t choose just one. Mix
metals and styles to create
your own signature look.

On and off the red carpet,
the stars can’t get enough of
Sydney Evan.
28 TIMELINE
THE SYDNEY EVAN STORY
Over a decade of fabulousness
told in its moments.
30 DESTINATION
CANNES
Where to go, what to do, what
to eat in the French city that
should be your next trip.
31 STOCKISTS
GET THE GOODS
Where to find the sparkling
wonders found in this book.

STACKING RINGS:
THE MORE THE MERRIER
Goodbye predictable! We’ve been piling on the
baubles for some time now. Take a cue from
the runway and stack ’em high. Forget what
matches, forget the rules. Throw it all on, and
surprise, you might find it works. Pair edgy
spikes with soft delicate bands and a signature
SE love ring. Shift from office to cocktail hour
with the addition of a bold statement ring.
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